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Recent progress towards demonstrating inertial confinement fusion (ICF) ignition at the National Ignition
Facility (NIF) has sparked wide interest in Laser Inertial Fusion Energy (LIFE) for carbon-free large-scale
power generation. A LIFE-based fleet of power plants promises clean energy generation with no greenhouse
gas emissions and a virtually limitless, widely available thermonuclear fuel source. For the LIFE concept to
be viable, target costs must be minimized while the target material efficiency or x-ray albedo is optimized.
Current ICF targets on the NIF utilize a gold or depleted uranium cylindrical radiation cavity (hohlraum)
with a plastic capsule at the center that contains the deuterium and tritium fuel. Here we show a direct
comparison of gold and lead hohlraums in efficiently ablating deuterium-filled plastic capsules with soft x
rays. We report on lead hohlraum performance that is indistinguishable from gold, yet costing only a small
fraction.

C
urrent LIFE designs1,2 focus on lead (Pb) as the primary hohlraum material due to its low cost, low melting
point and compatibility with the recycling requirements for minimized material use. A schematic of the
power cycle envisioned for a LIFE power plant is shown in Figure 1. With a shot rate of ,16 Hz a LIFE

power plant will require over five hundred million targets per year. The price of lead is approximately one dollar
per pound; a similar amount of gold would cost over 20,000 times that amount, and would present insurmount-
able technical obstacles for the LIFE target chamber due to its comparatively high melting point. Thus, the
continued use of gold as a target material is incompatible with application to inertial fusion energy (IFE).
However, gold has been the traditional hohlraum material of choice due to its fabrication ease, high x-ray
conversion efficiency, and the modestly low quantities required in experiments. The use of Pb in inertial-
confinement-fusion (ICF) hohlraum experiments has been seldom considered despite its relative abundance,
owing to concerns over oxidation and a predicted higher wall energy loss (from 3% to 15% depending on the
model and alloy used)2–4. A summary of the projected hohlraum material costs for an IFE power plant is shown as
an inset in Figure 1. For ongoing research efforts in ICF, hohlraum fabrication costs are presently substantial, but
for an IFE power plant an economy of scale using Pb is calculated to reduce fabrication costs to nearly 30 cents per
target5. What remains however is to demonstrate that Pb is an acceptable hohlraum material from a physics
performance standpoint.

Results
A series of experiments has begun to explore candidate target materials such as Pb, initially using the OMEGA
laser facility6 and reduced-scale targets to reproduce ICF-relevant hohlraum drive temperatures. The target
geometry is shown in Figure 2 (a). The target is a cylindrical vacuum lead hohlraum 2.3 mm in length and
1.6 mm in diameter with a pair of 0.8 mm diameter laser entrance holes. The hohlraum is heated with 14 kJ of
3v351 nm wavelength Nd:glass laser energy delivered by 38 beams, which heat the hohlraum wall, in turn
radiating x rays that ablate the capsule and compress the fuel. In a LIFE power plant the hohlraum will provide
the soft x-ray radiation drive and additionally protect the fuel capsule from debris and background radiation
during transit of the target chamber. After ignition, the hohlraum also serves to protect the vacuum chamber walls
from high energy ions produced in the fusion reaction. On OMEGA a diagnostic window with a diameter of
0.4 mm is located 0.2 mm away from the hohlraum equator and is used to image x-ray self-emission from the
imploding capsules. The plastic (CH) capsules have an inner diameter of 460 mm, a wall thickness of 24 mm, and
are suspended by a FormvarH web for placement at the center of the hohlraum. Twenty atmospheres of deuterium
gas are used to fill the capsule and 0.025 atm of argon is added to enhance 3–5 keV x-ray core imaging.
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Figure 2 (b) shows an example of an x-ray image of the symmet-
rically compressed capsule core. Symmetric compression is critical
for robust ICF performance and is typically parameterized as a
decomposition of Legendre polynomials Pn. Low order even modes7,8

result from intrinsic asymmetries in the soft x-ray drive. For the 30%
contour shown in Figure 2 (b), P0 5 61 6 3 mm, which represents
about a factor-of-4 compression from the initial capsule inner radii of
230 6 10 mm. Experiments on the National Ignition Facility (NIF)10

and an eventual LIFE power plant will require ,30-fold compres-
sion. Here, we observed excellent symmetry and compression with P2

5 2 6 1 mm, and P4 5 2 6 1 mm, consistent with the expected
requirements for ICF implosions11, albeit at a less challenging con-
vergence ratio.

These implosions have been carried out using two temporally
shaped laser pulses, as shown in Figure 3 (a). The initial 1 ns of
the pulse or ‘‘foot’’ is varied between pulse shapes to span the effective
1st shock pressure delivered to the capsule for several ignition ablator
candidates, including CH, Be and high-density carbon. The low foot
pulse shape results in a pressure of ,3.6 Mbar and the 23 foot pulse
in a pressure of ,7.5 Mbar during the foot of the laser pulse. These
pressures are very close to one and two times the pressure at the
center of the earth, 3.6 Mb13, and could be used as a platform for
studies of planetary physics in the laboratory14. The length of the
pulse is then adjusted based on simulations to optimize the shock
timing in the capsule shell. Multiple shocks are used to efficiently
compress the capsule and fuel. Fast, strong shocks are more stable,
but they increase the entropy of the target and make it harder to

compress. The goal with shock timing in ICF is to find the correct
balance.

The laser energy delivered to the hohlraum is converted to x rays
and characterized through the laser entrance hole using a calibrated
array of x-ray diodes (DANTE)15. The backscattered laser energy is
characterized using the full-aperture backscatter station (FABS) and
was measured to be less than 2% for both hohlraum materials for the
cone 1 laser beams. The measured radiation drive is compared for
each material in Figure 3 (b). In contrast to the expectations from the
earlier work2,3, the gold and lead hohlraums produce similar peak
radiation temperatures of 225 eV, within the uncertainty (65 eV) of
the diagnostic for both laser pulse shapes. The peak temperature is
sufficiently close to the requirement of ,250 eV2 planned for a LIFE
power plant that these experiments provide representative data.

Importantly, the measured high performance of the Pb hohlraums
occurred even in the presence of oxidation and thus surface degra-
dation of the hohlraum, in contrast to the mirror-like finish of the
gold hohlraum. The oxidation was bounded using Auger spectro-
scopy at less than 5 at.% O after ,50 nm into the interior hohlraum
surface (See Supplementary Section S.1).

Discussion
The performance of the deuterium-filled CH capsules shows similar
total neutron yields with each hohlraum material; a direct indication
that both Au and Pb produce comparable radiation drive in the
integrated geometry required for ICF. The time of peak neutron
emission, or ‘‘bang time’’, is measured and the neutron yield time
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Figure 2 | (a) The hohlraum target geometry is shown. 38 laser beams enter

the hohlraum through 2 laser entrance holes with diameters of 0.8 mm.

(b) An x-ray self-emission image9 of the compressed capsule.
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Figure 3 | (a) Total laser powers are shown for both pulse shapes for each target material. (b) The radiation temperature is measured with DANTE.

(c) The neutron time history measured with the Neutron Temporal Diagnostic12 is compared for each hohlraum material and each pulse shape.
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history is shown in Figure 3 (c). The Au and Pb hohlraums have very
similar bang times for both pulse shapes, providing strong evidence
that the capsule implosion velocities are similar and that the hohl-
raums produce a similar capsule drive environment. The total neut-
ron yield is compared to simulations in Figure 4 (a). Two-
dimensional (2D) ‘‘YOC’’ contours of 100%, 50% and 30% are shown
in Figure 4 (a), where the 2D YOC is defined as the ratio of the
measured neutron yield to the predicted clean yield from 2D inte-
grated (hohlraum 1 capsule) simulations in the absence of hydro-
dynamic instability and atomic mixing of capsule materials. The Pb
and gold hohlraum performance for both the 23 foot and low-foot
pulse shapes was similar: 2D YOCs of ,100% and ,60% are found
for the 23 foot and low foot pulse shapes, respectively. The simulated
yields for the two pulse shapes dominate the variation in 2D YOC.
The simulations predict relatively larger yield for the low foot pulse,
which might be due to increased fuel convergence and uncertainties
in the equation of state for CH that could affect shock timing. A 2D
YOC of ,40% is required for a successful ignition demonstration16,
and we have met this threshold owing largely to the comparatively
low fuel convergence.

The ion temperature and bang time are reported in Figure 4 (b).
The measured ion temperatures range from 2.5 to 3.5 keV (30–40
million degrees Kelvin), with the Pb targets having a slightly higher
ion temperature for both pulse shapes. This increased ion temper-
ature is consistent with the observed increase in radiation temper-
ature in the foot of the pulse for the Pb hohlraum; simulations show a
similar dependence. Ion temperatures approaching 50 million K are
required for central hot spot ignition11, the mode of ignition pro-
posed for IFE. At an ion temperature of 50 million K in the target
core, the energy loses due to radiation and conduction are balanced
by energy gain from fusion reactions according to calculations. The
neutron bang times are also measured with the bang time variances
dominated by the shot-to-shot variations in pulse shapes. The dif-
ference in bang time between Au and Pb is within the uncertainty of
the measurement (,650 ps).

In summary, we have shown that lead (Pb) is a viable hohlraum
material and performs as well as gold, providing essential data to
discriminate between different predictive models. The measured
hohlraum and capsule performance were characterized using a suite
of diagnostics and show similar performance for lead and gold tar-
gets. For LIFE and cost-conscious future energy applications, lead is
shown to be an appropriate target material.

Methods
The experiment in this work was performed at the Omega Laser facility at the
Laboratory for Laser Energetics. A total of 38 laser beams enter the hohlraum through
the pair of laser entrance holes. The laser beams are distributed on each side of the
hohlraum and grouped into three beam cones defined by the angle the lasers enter the
hohlraum relative to the symmetry axis. There are a total of 9 cone 1 beams entering
the hohlraum at an angle of 21.4u, 9 cone 2 beams with an angle of 42.0u and 20 cone 3
beams with an angle of 58.9u. Two lower beams (one cone 1 and one cone 2) that
would pass through the diagnostic window have been disabled for this experiment,
mildly breaking the up-down laser symmetry. Each laser beam delivers an average of
370 J of 351 nm laser light to the target, resulting in a total energy of ,14 kJ on target.
The laser beams are spatially smoothed using distributed phase plates and temporally
smoothed using spectral smoothing by dispersion in 1D.
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